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Introduction
Product bundling and unbundling by firms has been a focus of researchers in industrial organization ever since the seminal contributions of Stigler (1963) and Adams and Yellen (1976) . 1 While consumers may have only been vaguely aware of the impact of firm bundling decisions on the product choices available to them, recent developments in the airline industry have brought the bundling issue into sharp focus. In recent years, airlines have unbundled key elements of the product they offer, introducing separate charges for in-flight food and for checked baggage, services that were previously included in the ticket price. In addition to being obvious to millions of fliers, this product unbundling has received widespread coverage in the press, with the reports typically highlighting passenger unhappiness with the new bag fees. 2
The new fees, especially the charges for checked baggage, have generated an enormous amount of revenue for the airlines. Data provided by Bureau of Transportation Statistics (2012) show that airlines collected approximately $2.5 billion in bag fees in 2009 and $3.5 billion in 2012. While the typical observer might view this new source of revenue as a windfall for airlines, economists would think twice before reaching such a conclusion. The typical $20 fee charged for the first checked bag represents an increase in the effective fare for those passengers who pay it, amounting to a 10 percent increase over a typical fare of $200, measured on a one-way basis. If airlines lack the pricing power to impose such an increase in the cost of travel, economic theory suggests they would have had to cut base fares in offsetting fashion when imposing "first bag" fees. 3
The possibility that the adoption of bag fees may put downward pressure on base fares seems to have been entirely overlooked in the voluminous popular discussions of the new fees.
1 Airlines, of course, never announced any bag-fee-related fare reductions, but the carriers have ample opportunity to quietly reduce fares via their yield management systems by allowing more tickets in the cheapest fare classes to be sold. The purpose of the present paper is to explore this possible connection between airline fares and bag fees, both theoretically and empirically. The paper begins by developing a theoretical model that portrays an airline's profit-maximizing choices of both the base fare and the bag fee. The model predicts a decline in the base fare. Although this fare decline can be viewed as a natural outcome, establishing the result theoretically is not straightforward. The prediction is then tested empirically, using detailed fare data from the US Department of Transportation. The empirical results confirm the theoretical prediction, with an airline's average fare falling when it starts collecting a bag fee, but by less than the amount of the fee. 4 Given the rarity of empirical work on the effects of product unbundling, these empirical results are highly noteworthy. In addition, the findings are distinguished by their focus on a visible unbundling event.
The fact that the checked-bag service would only be purchased conditional on purchase of an airline ticket (never being bought on its own) makes a model of "add-ons" the appropriate analytical framework. Ellison (2005) developed an add-on model, using internet service in a hotel room or extended warranties for cars and appliances as examples, but he assumed that the consumer only learns the price of the add-on when purchasing the basic product.
While some airline customers may have been taken by surprise by the presence of bag fees when they were newly introduced, almost everyone now seems to be aware of these charges and their magnitude. The add-on model closest to ours is the simple perfect-information setup proposed by Fruchter, Gerstner and Dobson (2011) , which has unitary purchases and two types of consumers.
For simplicity, our model follows their framework by portraying the decisions of a monopoly firm. This airline faces customers with heterogeneous inconvenience costs from not checking a bag, which necessitates the use of carry-on luggage. Passengers undertaking long vacations, who require substantial luggage capacity, would have high values of this inconvenience cost, while business passengers making quick trips would have lower values. A bag fee will then deter passengers with low idiosyncratic costs from checking a bag, while others will pay the 2 fee. Finally, the airline incurs a bag handling cost for each checked bag.
The analysis confirms the familiar conclusion, established earlier by Mussa and Rosen (1978) and Verboven (1999) , that the higher-quality product (an airline seat with checked-bag service) is provided at a higher effective price (inclusive of the bag fee) to those passengers who value it most, while the remaining passengers get the lower-quality product (a seat without bag service) at a lower price. From an empirical perspective, however, the model has an important, but natural, new implication: the fare falls when a bag fee is imposed. The fare plus the bag fee, however, could be either higher or lower than the pre-bag-fee fare, depending on the shape of the demand curve. Although the model is developed in the context of bag fees, it applies to any unbundling of a product add-on that has heterogeneous valuations across consumers (hotel internet service, extended product warranties). The model therefore represents a new contribution to the theoretical literature on add-ons.
Beyond this contribution, the model serves to motivate the paper's empirical work. This motivation is imperfect, however, because the model's focus on the monopoly case (maintained for reasons of theoretical tractability) means that the results may not be directly relevant for competitive airline markets. However, the prediction that fares fall with imposition of a bag fee is natural and likely to be robust, making it a plausible empirical hypothesis for any market structure.
The paper's empirical work combines DOT fare data, which is available quarterly, with information on the various dates when airlines first adopted their bag fees, also making use of information on subsequent changes in the fee levels. The focus is only on the fee for the first checked bag, which is by far the most prevalent type of fee (fees for second checked bags or overweight bags are not considered). The regression model builds on a recent study by Brueckner, Lee and Singer (BLS, 2013) , which estimates standard reduced-form log fare regressions that capture the fare impacts of a wide variety of different types of airline competition. This very detailed fare model is supplemented by information on the adoption of airline first bag fees. A new time-dependent variable is added to the model indicating whether the observed carrier had a first bag fee in place during the given quarter. The fact that bag fees were not adopted simultaneously by the airlines, with adoptions instead spread over a period of 13 months (and absent entirely for two carriers), allows their fare impact to be identified. While this base model does not capture the level of the bag fee, a second model includes different bag fee variables for different fee levels, distinguishing the early $15 level chosen by most carriers from the $20 level that became common later. In effect, our regressions can be viewed as hedonic price functions for fares, allowing fare levels to differ depending on whether checked-bag service is included. The sample period covers the range of time over which the first bag fees were adopted, running eight quarters from 2008-Q1 to 2009-Q4.
It is important to recognize that the goal of the empirical work is to measure the effect of bag-fee adoption on fares, not to investigate the forces leading to the imposition of bag fees. Accordingly, the adoption of bag fees is treated as exogenous, being viewed as an institutional innovation that was embraced almost simultaneously by all legacy carriers in response to rising fuel prices and other pressures on profit. Potential concerns about endogeneity bias are lessened by the presence of airline and quarter fixed effects, which control for the intertemporal forces that led to bag-fee adoptions as well as any carrier-specific factors that may have governed the small variations in adoption timing. With these variables included, we expect that unobservable factors correlated with bag-fee adoptions (which could create bias) are largely absent.
The regression results indicate that the average fare charged by an airline declines by about 3 percent when the bag fee is adopted. When this decline is less than the amount of the bag fee, the average fare plus the bag fee rises. The decline in average base fares may differ by route, and for some passengers, the decline could conceivably be greater than the amount of the bag fee. Moreover, passengers who sometimes, but not always, check bags may have a lower total outlay (including bag fees) over multiple trips if the aggregate saving in base fares is greater than the total bag fees paid. Additional evidence suggests that the fare impact is most prevalent in fares outside the top end of the fare distribution. In providing these findings, the paper offers rare insights into the impact of product unbundling in a major industry. 5 Section 2 of the paper provides the theoretical analysis, while section 3 describes the empirical framework. Section 4 presents the empirical results, and section 5 offers conclusions. 4 2. Model
Basics
To generate a simple model, suppose that the cost of carrying a passenger is a constant c, and that the bag-handling cost is k. Let b denote the bag-fee and p denote the airfare. For simplicity, the existence of different fares targeted at different classes of passengers (business and leisure) is suppressed in the model, with the discussion returning to this issue once results have been derived.
The individual demand functions for passengers is given by D(t), where t is the "full price" of a trip. This function gives the number of trips a passenger is willing to make during a year.
The full-price elasticity of demand is given by < 0, which is in general a function of the full prices. The full price that enters the demand function equals the relevant fare plus any baggage-related cost. For a passenger who checks a bag, this cost is simply the bag fee b. For the remaining passengers, the baggage cost equals the inconvenience cost of not checking a bag, denoted δ ≥ 0. The full price depends on whether a bag is checked, a decision that depends on the relation between δ and b. If δ > b holds, then the passenger's inconvenience cost of not checking a bag exceeds the bag fee, making it optimal to check a bag. Conversely, if δ ≤ b, the bag fee exceeds or equals the inconvenience cost of using carry-on luggage, making it optimal not to check a bag. Therefore, the full price of a trip for a passenger with inconvenience cost δ is t = p + min{δ, b}, with demand specified accordingly.
Consider the pre-bag-fee era, where bag fees did not exist. Under the maintained assumptions, all passengers would have checked bags, with passengers having zero values of δ, who are indifferent between checking and not checking, assumed to take the first action. 6 Letting N denote the total number of passengers, the airline's profit is then (p − c − k)ND(p), where p − c − k is profit per trip. The pre-bag-fee fare, denoted p maximizes this profit expression, satisfying
where the price dependence of the elasticity is recognized. For the second-order condition to be satisfied, the expression in (1) must be decreasing in p. 5
Main analysis
Suppose now that the airline considers charging a bag fee. The fee may deter some passengers from checking a bag, and this potential outcome may make it optimal to impose a fee.
Let f(·) denote the density of δ among passengers, which is assumed to be continuous, and F (·) denote the cumulative distribution function. Without loss of generality, the support of the density is assumed to be [0, δ], so that some passengers have arbitrarily small δ's. Profit now equals
Note in (2) that N − F (b) passengers have values of the inconvenience parameter δ above b
and therefore check a bag. For those not checking a bag, the full price is p + δ, which appears as the argument of the demand function in the integral. Note that when b = 0, (2) reduces to the previous profit expression. 7
Since a bag fee covers the costs created by bag-checking passengers while detering some individuals from checking a bag, the airline has an incentive to impose it. Using Leibniz' rule along with f(b) = F (b), and then canceling terms, differentiation of (1) with respect to b
The first term in (3) is the change in profit from the group of marginal passengers, those who stop checking a bag in response to an incremental increase in the bag fee. Since they no longer pay the fee, revenue for each of these marginal passengers falls by b, while their bag- The second term in (3) is the change in the profit earned from inframarginal bag-checking passengers, who make [N − F (b)]D(p + b) trips. Since the higher bag fee reduces individual 6 demand but raises revenue per passenger, this term can take either sign, depending on the level of the full price.
Differentiating (2) with respect to p, the first-order condition for fare is
The first term is the marginal increase in profit from non-bag-checkers when p increases, while the second term is the marginal profit increase from passengers who check bags. Using (3) and
(4), the following conclusion can be derived:
Proposition 1. If some passengers have zero idiosyncratic costs of not checking a bag, then imposition of a bag fee is optimal.
This result follows because conditions (3) and (4) rule out a solution with b = 0 when f(0) > 0, indicating that some passengers incur no inconvenience cost from not checking a bag.
If b = 0, the second line of (4) must equal zero, implying a zero value for the corresponding expression in (3). But with f(0) > 0, the first term in (3), and thus the entire expression, is then positive, implying the desirability of increasing b above zero. The proposition says that if there exists a mass of passengers who will deterred from checking a bag when the fee increases marginally above zero, then such an increase is optimal. 9 Subsequent conclusions depend on whether the bag fee is smaller or larger than the baghandling cost k, and the following result is an ingredient to deciding which case holds:
Lemma. If the bag fee b exceeds the bag handling cost k, then the full price p + b paid by bag-checkers is less than the pre-bag-fee fare, p. If b < k holds instead, then p + b > p.
The lemma, which is proved in the appendix along with subsequent results, can be understood as follows. When the bag fee rises incrementally, (3) requires that the change in profit from the group of marginal passengers is exactly offset by change in profit from inframarginal 7 passengers. The profit change for marginal passengers has the sign of −(b − k), while the sign of the profit change for inframarginal passengers depends on whether the full price is larger or smaller than p from (1). For the two profit changes to have opposite signs, the relationships in the lemma must hold. The lemma does not say whether b is larger or smaller than k, and the analysis now turns to this question, showing that the answer depends on the curvature of the demand function.
Constant or increasing elasticities
Consider first the case where the price elasticity is constant or increasing in the full price
With a constant or increasing elasticity, the appendix shows the bag fee must exceed the bag handling cost, so that b > k. This conclusion, along with lemma, yields Proposition 2. When the demand elasticity is constant or increasing in the full price, the bag fee b exceeds the bag handling cost k. From the lemma, the full price paid by bag-checkers is then less than the pre-bag-fee fare (p + b < p), so that the fare falls after adoption of the bag fee while remaining above the cost of transporting a passenger (c < p < p).
The proposition may at first appear surprising because it shows that all passengers pay less for travel after imposition of the bag fee. This outcome, however, is consistent with higher profit because the airline no longer incurs bag handling costs for some passengers.
The proposition also yields a striking welfare result. Since p + b < p holds, all bag checkers are better off than prior to adoption of the bag fee. In addition, since δ < b holds among non-bag-checkers, it follows that p + δ < p + b < p holds as well, indicating that the full cost of travel is lower for this group after adoption of the bag fee than before. Therefore, all passengers benefit from adoption of the fee. Since airline profit rises as well, the following conclusion emerges: 10
Corollary. When the demand elasticity is constant or increasing, social welfare rises with adoption of the bag fee. The increase in airline profit is accompanied by a welfare gain for all passengers.
Linear demand
A general analysis of the case where the demand elasticity is decreasing in the full price appears to be infeasible. But results for the linear case, which has this property, are available: 11
Proposition 3. When the demand function is linear, the bag fee b is less than the bag handling cost k. Although, from the lemma, the full price paid by bag-checkers is then greater than the pre-bag-fee fare (p + b > p), the leisure fare falls after adoption of the bag fee while remaining above the cost of transporting a passenger (c < p < p).
In addition to Proposition 3, a further argument shows that p < p holds for any demand function that makes b < k optimal. 12 Together with the lemma, this result establishes that p < p is always satisfied. 13
Since p + b > p holds in the linear case, bag-checkers are worse off than before adoption of the bag fee. In addition, the welfare impact on non-bag-checkers is ambiguous. It is negative for those with high inconvenience cost (δ close to b) and positive for the others. Thus, in contrast to the earlier analysis, the impact of introduction of the bag fee on social welfare is ambiguous.
Numerical examples
To illustrate the propositions and get a sense for numerical magnitudes, it is useful to generate some numerical examples using both a constant-elasticity demand function, which takes the form D(t) = t , and a linear demand function, D(t) = τ + µt.
In the examples, the cost c of transporting a passenger is set at $100 (a number that seems realistic for a typical one-way trip), and the bag handling cost k takes the values of $5, $10 and $20. The distribution of δ is assumed to be uniform over the interval [0, 30] . The second-order conditions hold at all the solution values.
The upper panel of Table 1 shows the results for constant elasticity demand with the elasticity set at values of −3 and −2. Several regularities are apparent. First, while the bag fee is larger than k, conforming to Proposition 2, the differences are small, all being less than 50 cents. In addition, while the full price p + b for bag checkers lies below the pre-bag-fee fare p, as predicted, the difference is usually small, although it approaches $7 when k = 20 and = −2. Thus, the fare falls by somewhat more than the fee itself. While less-elastic demand 9 naturally raises the fare, there is little effect on gap between b and k, which falls by only about 5 cents. These patterns are robust to changes in c and to the use of other simple δ density functions (triangular, linear increasing, linear decreasing).
The lower panel of Table 1 shows the results for linear demand, with the intercept τ set at 210 and the slope µ taking values of −1.0 and −0.6. While the bag fee is again almost the same as k, it is now smaller rather than larger, as predicted by Proposition 2. In addition, the full price p + b is now larger than the pre-bag-fee fare, as predicted. As in the constant-elasticity case, the gap is usually small, although it approaches $3 when k = 20 and µ = −0.6.
Since the numerical results show that b is close to k, generating bag fees in the observed $15-20 range requires a large value for the bag handling cost. While values of the required magnitude at first might seem implausible, several additional considerations could suggest otherwise, as follows.
The labor cost of handling a single bag on a one-way trip probably is no larger than than a few dollars, but this number fails to include the capital cost of the airline's baggagehandling infrastructure, which would inflate the magnitude. In addition, since checked bags are larger and heavier than carry-on bags, they require more fuel to transport, providing another increment to k. Finally, k may include the opportunity cost of aircraft cargo space that is occupied by a checked bag rather than lucrative air freight. Since air cargo earns about $1 per kilogram, accommodating a 20-kilogram checked bag requires sacrificing $20 in revenue, implying a k value capable of generating realistic bag fees under the model. 14
Empirical implications
The preceding results show that, regardless of the form of the demand function, adoption of the bag fee leads to a reduction in the fare. This is the main prediction of the analysis, yielding Empirical hypothesis: Other things equal, fares are lower after the adoption of bag fees than before.
As noted in the introduction, this hypothesis, having been derived in a monopoly context, may not be directly relevant as a prediction applied to competitive airline markets. However, a competitive version of the model would be difficult to develop, and a monopoly-based prediction provides at least some guidance for the empirical work, especially since the prediction is a natural one that presumably would hold under other market structures. In addition, the model generating this prediction has independent value as a contribution to the theoretical literature on add-ons.
Another issue is the model's suppression of different classes of passengers. In reality, airlines attempt to segment the market for air travel into leisure and business submarkets, in which different fares can be charged. The model could be adapted to handle such price discrimination by introducing two groups with different price elasiticities and different inconvenience-cost distributions. The airline would then solve separate profit-maximization problems for each group. However, this approach would generate group-specific bag fees, which could be viewed as unrealistic. On the other hand, since purchase of a full-fare ticket usually exempts the passenger from the bag fee, and since elite frequent-fliers are often exempt as well, the airlines in effect levy a zero bag fee on some business passengers, although others (who purchase cheaper tickets or lack elite status) are still subject to fees. To the extent that business passengers face bag fees less often than leisure passengers and are reimbursed for such fees, the analysis suggests that business fares may be less affected than leisure fares by the imposition of fees.
Empirical Framework
As explained in the introduction, the recent paper by Brueckner, Lee and Singer (2013) offers a useful framework for empirically estimating the effect of bag fees on airfares. BLS builds on many of the airline pricing studies from the 1980s and 1990s by incorporating recent industry developments, particularly competition from low cost carriers (LCCs) such as Southwest, JetBlue and AirTran. 15 Given this focus, the BLS framework is particularly well-suited to exploring the impact of bag fees on fares, since any potential price impact would need to be disentangled from both the competitive environment in a particular airline market (the presence of LCCs, number of legacy carriers 16 ) as well as other market characteristics (route distance, demographic factors).
To adapt the basic BLS model to present purposes, we introduce two primary changes.
First, the BLS sample period, which consists of the four quarters ending 2008-Q2, is expanded to cover the period 2008-Q1 through 2009-Q4, thereby capturing the period over which bag fees were introduced. Second, a bag fee variable is added to the model, indicating whether a fee for a first checked bag was in place for the given carrier during the quarter. This variable equals zero for a given carrier in the quarters prior to the introduction of its bag fee and one for quarters following the quarter of introduction. For the quarter when the bag fee is introduced, the variable equals the fraction of the quarter during which it was present, a structure that accommodates the quarterly aggregation of the fare data (see below). To separate the effect of bag fee introductions from time trends in fares, the model also includes quarter dummies. It should be noted that charges for checked bags beyond the first bag were in place at most carriers before the start of the sample period. Therefore, a control for the presence of these second-and-additional bag fees is not needed in the model. We apply various standard filters to the raw data in generating our data set, and all fares are expressed on a one-way equivalent basis, with the inbound and outbound parts of round trips counted as separate observations (ignoring their directionality). 18 We also follow BLS in equating airline markets with airport-pairs instead of using a city-pair approach, under which airports in a multiple-airport metro area are aggregated into a single destination. After applying our filters and using the airport-pair market definition, we aggregate the data up to the market-carrier-quarter level. The dependent variable is then the log of the passengerweighted average fare for a particular carrier in a given market during a particular quarter. 19
Finally, the sample is split into two different types of markets: "nonstop" markets, where nonstop service is provided by at least one legacy carrier, and "connecting" markets, which do not enjoy any nonstop service from legacies or LCCs, with passengers needing to make a connection to travel in the market. The rationale for this division is that pricing patterns may differ across the two types of markets. Note that nonstop markets may also have connecting service. 20
The BLS model is distinguished by its measurement of the fare impacts from a wide variety of different types of competition, and we retain this approach. 21 In nonstop markets, legacy nonstop competition is measured by the two variables leg ns2 and leg ns3, whose coefficients
give the fare impacts of adding second and third legacy nonstop carriers to the market (at least one is already present by construction). 22 LCC nonstop competition is measured by two dummy variables, D(W N ns) and D(otherlcc ns), which indicate nonstop competition by Southwest (whose code is WN) or one of the other LCCs. 23 LCC competition in many markets often comes from service at adjacent airports (Midway in Chicago, Baltimore-Washington in Washington, D.C.), and the dummy variables D(W N adj ns) and D(otherlcc adj ns) are designed to capture such service. They equal one for a given airport-pair when Southwest or another LCC provides service between the airport-pair's two cities using adjacent airports at one or both endpoints. Adjacent competition by legacy carriers is discussed in the appendix.
See BLS (2013) for the list of airports considered to be adjacent to one another in multipleairport metro areas.
In the nonstop markets, competition from connecting service is also counted. The legacy competition measure (which counts the number of connecting competitors) is discussed in the appendix, while LCC connecting competition is captured by the dummy variables D(W N connect) and D(otherlcc connect). Potential competition from LCC carriers, which exists when LCCs serve the market endpoints without actually providing service in the market itself, is also captured through additional variables, as explained in the appendix.
The treatment of connecting markets differs from that of nonstop markets mainly through the absence of all the variables that measure nonstop competition. Legacy competition, which is necessarily of the connecting type, is captured by the variables leg connect2, leg connect3
and leg connect4m, which respectively give the fare impacts of adding a second, third, and additional competitors beyond three to the market.
The regressions include carrier fixed effects to control for cost differences across airlines. As explained in the introduction, the adoption of bag fees is treated as exogenous, being viewed as an institutional innovation that was embraced almost simultaneously by all legacy carriers in response to rising fuel prices and other factors affecting profit. For this treatment to be appropriate, important sources of correlation between the bagfee variable and the regression error term must be absent. Industry-wide forces such as escalating fuel prices that drove bag- In gauging the likely impact of a bag fee on fares, it is important to recognize that the dependent variable for most of the regressions is the average fare charged by the given carrier in the market. This average collapses into a single value a variety of different fares, including the relatively high fares paid by business travelers unable to book trips far in advance along with the lower fares paid by leisure travelers. As a result, our fare measure will mask what is likely to be substantial variation across fare types in the bag fee's fare impacts. But without more information, the estimated impact on the average fare will not reveal the separate impacts in different fare categories. The key required information, namely, the booking class of the individual observed fares, is not reliably available in the DOT data. 28 In addition, as discussed earlier, the average fare impacts could mask substantial differences at the passenger level between those who on balance pay less for air travel and those who pay more because of the adoption of first bag fees.
While evidence of a decline in the average fare would still provide strong support for the main empirical hypothesis, the analysis also explores two different ways of generating sharper conclusions. The first is to allow the bag fee's fare impact to depend on market characteristics, which is made possible by including interaction terms between bagfee and two of the characteristics variables (tempdiff and income) in the regression. Since the share of leisure passengers should be high in markets with a high value for tempdiff, the average-fare impact of a bag fee should be larger in such markets, implying a negative coefficient for the bagfee tempdiff interaction variable. Conversely, since markets with a high value of income are likely to contain larger shares of both business passengers and leisure passengers with incomes high enough to purchase bag-fee-exempt tickets, the fare impact of bagfee should be smaller in such markets. Thus, a positive coefficient on the bagfee income interaction variable should emerge. In order to facilitate interpretation of these interactions, both the tempdiff and income variables are measured as deviations from their means.
A second approach to eliciting more information on bag-fee impacts is to make use of fare percentiles. Prior to aggregating the data, the percentiles of a carrier's fare distribution in each market can be computed. For example, the 25th and 85th percentile fares can be generated for each market-carrier-quarter combination. Although such percentiles do not exactly match up with fare booking classes, the 25 percentile fare is very likely to be a leisure fare while the 85th percentile almost certainly represents a business fare. After results are presented using the average fare, the analysis turns to a percentile approach.
Empirical Results

Results without the bag-fee variable
The basic regression results are presented in In the connect model, the addition of a second legacy connecting competitor counterintuitively raises fares, while a third competitor leads to a 2.7 percent fare reduction, with further competitors reducing fares by less than 1 percent. Connecting competition from Southwest leads to a 6 percent reduction in fares, while connecting competition from other LCCs leads to a larger 10 percent reduction, perhaps testifying to the greater hub-and-spoke orientation of these carriers relative to Southwest (which may allow more-convenient connecting service).
Adjacent nonstop LCC competition has no fare effect. 31
Main results
With the performance of the adapted BLS model now understood, columns 3 and 4 of This reduction in the average fare could be associated with more-substantial reductions at particular points in the fare distribution. We provide additional evidence on this issue below.
The fact that the dollar drop in the average fare is roughly equal in the nonstop and connecting markets may provide information about the sources of the inconvenience of not checking a bag. Although the model assumed that this inconvenience comes from the resulting restriction on a passenger's luggage volume, the distinction between nonstop and connecting travel introduces another possible source of inconvenience: the need to manage carry-on luggage on a more-complex connecting trip. This added cost would shift the density f(·) of inconvenience costs to the right, with consequent effects on the optimal p and b. However, the fact that the dollar average-fare discount is virtually the same in the nonstop and connecting markets suggests this source of inconvenience may not be important.
To test whether bagfee's fare impact depends on market characteristics that we expect to affect the passenger mix, Table 4 presents the results containing interaction variables. Columns 1 and 5 present nonstop and connect regressions with the bagfee tempdiff interaction. The nonstop interaction coefficient is negative and significant, as expected, suggesting that the bag fee leads to a larger average-fare decrease in leisure markets. This effect is absent, however, in connecting markets, where the interaction coefficient is insignificant. To gauge the size of the nonstop effect, consider a market where tempdiff exceeds its average by 20, or about two standard deviations. In such a market, the percentage fare decline from the bag fee is 100(0.0265 + 20 × 0.0012) = 5.1 percent, an effect almost double the impact in an average market (given by 0.027 coefficient of the uninteracted bagfee variable).
Columns 2 and 6 show the regressions with the bagfee income interaction variable, and both the nonstop and connecting coefficients are positive and significant. Thus, as expected, adoption of a bag fee reduces the average-fare by less in a higher-income market, where more travelers are business passengers or leisure passengers buying full-fare tickets that are exempt from bag fees. According to the nonstop estimate, a $10,000 increase in income above the mean (which raises income by 10) is almost sufficient to reduce the bag-fee effect to zero. Note also that the bag-fee impact in an average-income market is now higher, at 5.1 percent, an outcome that is presumably a consequence of the effect of an asymmetric income distribution within the interaction specification.
For completeness, columns 3 and 7 of Table 4 show a distance-interaction specification.
The logic is that the higher fares for longer-distance trips should fall by a smaller percentage when a (distance invariant) bag-fee is adopted. The bagfee dist coefficients, which are positive and significant in both the nonstop and connect models, confirm this expectation. Finally, columns 4 and 8 show regressions that include all the interactions together, and results mostly match those in the specifications where the variables appear singly.
While new bag fees were typically instituted at a $15 level, many carriers raised their fees to $20 later in the sample period. 32 The different fee levels are not recognized in the regressions discussed so far, but Table 5 makes a distinction between them. In the table, bagfee15 is a dummy variable indicating the presence of a $15 fee, while bagfee20 indicates a $20 fee. In the nonstop model, the coefficient of bagfee15 is more than 50 percent larger in absolute value than bagfee20 's coefficient, a difference that is statistically significant. While this relationship is the expected one given the different magnitudes of the fees, the coefficients have the opposite relationship in the connect model. In the nonstop model, the coefficients imply an average-fare drop of $4.86 when a $15 bag fee is adopted, with the discount growing to $7.86 with a $20 fee.
Percentile fare regressions
While the interaction approach in Table 4 provides indirect evidence that the fare impact of the bag fee differs across ticket classes, additional evidence comes from yet a different approach that exploits information about the fare distribution underlying a market's average fare, as explained above. Prior to aggregation of individual ticket data, the fare levels corresponding to the 25th, 50th, 75th and 85th percentiles in the fare distribution are tabulated for each market-carrier-quarter combination ( Table 2 shows the average fare values at these percentiles).
Instead of using a single fare observation, each market-carrier-quarter cell in the first regression in Table 6 is then assigned two fare values, the 25th-percentile fare and the 85th-percentile fare, with the number of observations thus roughly doubling in size. 33 The 85th-percentile fare is used rather than a somewhat lower percentile to ensure that few leisure passengers pay it. The regression using this "stacked" data set then includes different intercepts for the two fare percentiles, as well as separate bag-fee variables (bagfee p25 and bagfee p85) generated by interacting the fare-percentile dummies with the bagfee variable. This regression is equivalent to running two separate regressions, one for each of the two fare percentiles, with the constraint that all coefficients other than the intercepts and the bag-fee coefficients are equal across the regressions. 34
Because the thinness of typical connecting markets makes their fare distributions relatively sparse compared to those of nonstop markets, we focus mainly on the nonstop case. Table   6 shows estimates for the nonstop model, and the results in column 1 are striking. They
show that the 25th-percentile fare drops by 5.5 percent when the bag fee is adopted, while bagfee p85 's coefficient is insignificant. An equality test shows that the two bag-fee coefficients are significantly different from one another. Note that the p85 intercept estimate indicates that the 85th-percentile fare is 71 percent larger than the 25-percentile fare.
Column 2 shows the effect of adding the 50th percentile fare to the regression, which results in a tripling of the data set relative to its original size. The coefficient of bagfee p85 remains insignificant, while the 25th percentile fare effect shrinks somewhat to 4.4 percent. In addition, bagfee p50 's coefficient is negative and significant, indicating an intermediate-size 3.9 percent decline in the 50th percentile fare when the bag fee is adopted. While the 25th and 50thpercentile coefficients are not significantly different from one another, both are significantly different from the 85th-percentile coefficient.
The regression in column 3 shows the effect of replacing the 50th-percentile fare with the While the results show that the exact coefficient estimates are somewhat sensitive to the collection of percentiles represented in the regression, the estimates as a whole suggest that the fare impacts of imposing a bag fee indeed differ across fare percentiles, being largest, as expected, at the lower percentiles and smallest at the higher percentiles.
These estimates can be used to give a sharper picture of the magnitude of dollar fare impacts. Applying the 5.8 percent figure from column 1 to the average 25th-percentile legacy fare of $128 yields a decline of a bit more than $7.00 when a bag fee is adopted. Therefore, it appears that leisure fares fall by roughly one-half to one-third of the amount of the bag fee, implying an average increase in the full trip for passengers paying a bag fee that equals about one-half to two-thirds of the fee. As discussed earlier, the impact on individual passengers will depend on the specific fares paid, the route(s) traveled, the number of trips on which the bag fee was paid, whether the passengers was reimbursed for the fee, and other factors. While this qualitative outcome matches the linear-demand case in Table 1 , the full-price increase in those examples is not as large, with the average full trip price for passengers paying a bag fee rising by at most one-sixth of the fee.
Percentile regressions for the connecting case are presented in Table A -2 in the appendix.
The column analogous to column 1 in the nonstop table shows a similar pattern, with the imposition of the bag fee having a larger effect on the 25th percentile fare than on the 85th percentile fare. In the connecting case, however, the effect on the latter fare is slightly negative rather than zero. This pattern is maintained in the remaining columns of the table. 35
Conclusion
This paper has provided theory and evidence on airline bag fees, offering rare insights into a real-world case of product unbundling. The theory predicts that an airline's average fare should fall when it introduces a bag fee, but that the full trip price for passengers paying the bag fee (the fee plus the new fare) could either rise or fall. The empirical evidence presented 21 in the paper provides strong confirmation of this prediction.
Although measuring the bag fee's effect on the different fare types underlying the average is problematic, the percentile regressions show that the 25th percentile fare falls by about $7.00 when a bag fee is adopted, an amount equal to about one-half to one-third of the fee. As a result, it appears that the full trip price rises for the average leisure passenger by at least half of the bag fee on trips when that passenger checks a bag.
One question raised only briefly so far concerns the timing of this product unbundling by the airlines. Why did the carriers institute bag fees only recently rather than years earlier?
Apparently, the explanation lies in the extraordinary recent downward pressure on airline profits, a consequence of 2008's fuel price spike combined with the subsequent severe recession.
In trying to at least break even in this harsh environment, airlines instituted what they knew would be an unpopular unbundling of checked-bag services, and the current rosier profit picture may be due in part to this decision. 
A2. Proof of Proposition 2
Suppose to the contrary that b ≤ k. Given (3), the expression
must then be negative (requiring p > c when b ≤ k, given < 0). When δ ≤ b ≤ k, the term inside the integral in (4) satisfies the following inequalities:
where the second inequality stems from constant or increasing elasticities. Because the last term is negative, the first term is also negative, which means that (4) cannot be satisfied. This contradiction implies that b > k must hold. Table A1 presents coefficients for additional competition variables from the regressions in Potential competition by LCC carriers is captured by the remaining four variables in Table   A1 . To be considered a potential competitor, an LCC has to serve 5 or more nonstop routes out of each endpoint airport of a given market, with no LCCs serving the market itself. The two dummy variables indicating such presence are D(W N pot) and D(otherlcc pot). Potential LCC competition can also come from adjacent airports, and the dummy variables indicating such a presence are D(W N adj pot) and D(otherlcc adj pot). As can be seen from the table, in-market potential competition leads to lower fares in the nonstop markets when it comes from Southwest but has no effect when it comes from other LCCs (both types of potential competition reduce fares, though, in the connecting markets). Adjacent potential competition matters only in the nonstop case, with all LCCs having an effect. Table A1 ) and carrier fixed effects suppressed Standard errors clustered by carrier-market in parentheses pop 0.000831 0.000595 0.000564 0.000503 -0.00962** -0.00971** -0.0103** -0.0103** (0.00261) (0.00261) (0.00255) (0.00255) (0.00151) (0.00151) (0.00151) (0.00151) income 0.00446** 0.00225 0.00426** 0.00266* -0.00141** -0.00232** -0.00150** -0.00143** (0.00119) (0.00119) (0.00118) (0.00120) (0.000412) (0.000470) (0.000408) (0.000468) tempdiff -0.00285** -0.00346** -0.00339** -0.00274** -0.00303** -0.00312** -0.00313** -0.00302** (0 Footnotes * A portion of the empirical work in this paper is based on analysis contained in an expert report by Darin Lee, who was retained by Delta Air Lines in connection with a class action litigation filed in U.S. Federal Court. However, the opinions expressed are entirely ours. We thank an associate editor and a number of referees for helpful comments.
A3. Additional competition variables
1 In addition to Adams and Yellen (1976) and Stigler (1963) , see Schmalensee (1982) and Lewbel (1985) for other early papers on bundling. The literature presents models where consumers demand either zero or one unit of different products. Firms can offer no bundles, pure bundles or mixed bundles according to whether they offer their products separately, jointly, or in both fashions. The literature emphasizes the result that monopolies have incentives to bundle products to discriminate between consumers. Salinger (2005, 2008) emphasize cost-savings from bundling as another force behind the practice. The related tie-in literature argues that a firm can leverage its profit by tying one product to another. Posner (1976) argues that monopolies have no such incentives because they unprofitably lose the flexibility to adapt some prices under a tie-in. However, Tirole (1988) shows that monopolies should set the prices of complementary products to lower levels than would two independent firms. Davis and Murphy (2000) use this argument to argue that Microsoft followed a profitable path in setting Internet Explorer's price to zero. Whinston (1990) demonstrates that tie-ins could deter entry in a dynamic setting where they are irreversible. the analysis. 18 The data set is limited to round-trip and one-way tickets for travel within the lower 48 US states; open-jaw itineraries (where a round-trip passenger does not return to the origin city) are dropped; interline itineraries (those with multiple "marketing" carriers) and itineraries with four or more coupons (flight segments) in either direction are dropped; itineraries with directional fares below $25 are dropped; and itineraries with fares 5 times greater than the DOT's Standard Industry Fare Level ("SIFL") are excluded. In addition, the identity of carrier for the itinerary is its (single) marketing carrier, whose name appears on the ticket. While this convention automatically and appropriately identifies feeder carriers with their mainline partner, it also ignores codesharing between mainline carriers. In other words, mainline codeshare itineraries, where the mainline "operating" carrier for one or more route segments differs from the marketing carrier for that segment, are treated as equivalent to non-codeshare itineraries, where the operating and marketing carriers are the same for all segments.
19 To avoid any bias resulting from the Delta/Northwest merger, Northwest fares are excluded from the sample. Independent competition from Northwest, however, is still measured in the pre-merger period. Since the time period covered by the BLS paper was entirely before the Delta/Northwest merger, this concern did not need to be addressed in that paper.
20 Markets with fewer than 10 passengers per day each way ("PPDEW") are excluded from the nonstop sample, while markets with fewer than 5 PPDEW are excluded from the connecting sample.
21 Because the large number of competition variables in the model makes an instrumentalvariable approach infeasible, the competition measures are treated as exogenous. It could be argued that any resulting simultaneity bias would reduce the absolute size of the competition effects, with the coefficients biased toward zero. The logic is that markets whose unobservable characteristics lead to high fares might be especially attractive for entry, leading to a positive correlation between the competition measures and the regression error term that biases the coefficients upward (toward zero). For several reasons, we think that any such bias is not likely to be substantial. First, Gayle and Wu (2011) show that simultaneity bias is negligible in a study that accounts for endogenous entry in airline markets. The second reason is the emergence of large LCC competition effects in the regressions, which would not emerge in the presence of substantial bias. Finally, even though the potential endogeneity of competition is based on plausible logic in the case of nonstop markets, the logic may not apply to connecting markets. The reason is that a carrier's presence in a connecting market is the result of separate decisions to provide service on the two spoke routes from its hub to the endpoint cities of the market. These service decisions in turn are based on overall network considerations, with traffic in potentially hundreds of markets involving one or the other of the spoke cities taken into account. With network considerations being paramount, favorable unobservables in a particular connecting market will have only a negligible influence on whether or not a carrier provides connecting service in that market. As result, there appears to be little basis for concern about correlation between the error term and the competition measures in a fare regression for connecting markets. Finally, note that any simultaneity bias in the competition coefficients is not likely to extend to the main coefficient of interest, that of the bag-fee dummy. 22 Only two airport-pair markets have more than three legacy competitors (Los Angeles-San Francisco and Los Angeles-Las Vegas), and these markets are dropped from the sample.
23 When the observation is for Southwest itself, D(W N ns) is set to zero to avoid counting Southwest as its own competitor. Similarly, when the observation is for another LCC, D(otherlcc ns) equals one only if another non-Southwest LCC different from the given LCC serves the market, being zero otherwise. Similar conventions apply to the remaining LCC competition dummy variables in both the nonstop and connect models. 24 In the underlying data, this variable takes a common value for all nonstop itineraries in a market, although its value may differ across connecting itineraries depending on the routing.
25 See Brueckner, Dyer and Spiller (1992) for more discussion of the density effect. 26 The presence of this variable means that, in the nonstop model, data is actually aggregated up to the market-carrier-quarter-connect level, with a carrier's connecting itineraries in a market separated from its nonstop itineraries. For simplicity, this point is glossed over in the text discussion.
27 It should be noted that the regression setup can be viewed as a type of difference-in-difference (DD) model. To understand this point, suppose that the data had a different structure, with only two carriers, one of which adopted a bag fee while the other did not, and only two time periods, one before and one after adoption of the fee. This structure would lead to the familiar DD regression, which would include a dummy variable for the bag-fee carrier, a dummy variable for the post-fee period, and the interaction of the two dummies. The present model differs by having more bag-fee carriers and more time periods, but it effectively retains the DD structure.
28 The DB1B indicates whether a coach fare has restrictions or is unrestricted (being fully redundable), but this distinction is not applied consistently by carriers in their reporting to the DOT.
29 Another clustering scheme, where the errors are clustered at the carrier-quarter level, ignores within-market correlation of the errors. In addition to generating a relatively small number of cluster groups, the scheme assumes that carriers are exposed to individual, rather than industry-wide, quarterly shocks, an assumption that appears unrealistic. Also, being quar-terly and thus matching the level at which bag-fee imposition is measured, this clustering scheme interferes with precise estimation of the bag-fee coefficients.
30 When dummy coefficients in a regression are large, as is the D(W N ns) coefficient, the numerical value overstates the percentage impact on the dependent variable by a non-trivial factor. However, since the bag-fee coefficients that are of main interest have a smaller magnitude, making this overstatement less severe, the issue is ignored in the discussion. 31 The effects of distance and tempdiff are again positive and negative, respectively, and both income and pop now have significant effects, both of which are negative. Apparently, the airline cost reduction from higher traffic densities in larger, higher-income connecting markets dominates the upward fare pressure from higher demand (seen in the nonstop model), leading to fare reductions. Given that connecting markets are thinner than nonstop markets, allowing greater scope for a density effect, these findings make sense. 33 The number of observations is less than twice as large as in the earlier regressions because we remove observations where fare variety is insufficient to allow the 25th, 50th, 75th and 85th percentile fares to all be different (the number of observations increases by 63 percent).
34 This constraint is needed to generate sensible results. Running separate regressions for the different fare percentiles leads to substantial and counterintuitive differences in the competition coefficients across the different equations. This instability makes us reluctant to use this approach for comparing bag-fee fare impacts across fare percentiles (the estimated impacts themselves also do not follow a sensible pattern). 35 Unlike the nonstop regression, the bagfee p25 coefficient does not increase in absolute value relative to the baseline case in table 3. Another difference is that the absolute fare effect is significantly larger for the median fare than for the 25th percentile fare. However, since the fare percentiles in these regressions are based on many fewer fares per market than in the nonstop case, the results should be viewed with some caution.
